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Introduction

•

Focus: Unsupervised feature extraction from video for low and
high-level vision tasks

•

Desirable Properties:

•

Invariant features (for selectivity, robustness to input
transformations)

•

Distributed representations (for memory & generalization
efficiency)

•

Generative properties for inference (de-noising,
reconstruction, prediction, analogy-making)

•

Good discriminative performance
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Feature extraction from video

•

Spatiotemporal feature detectors & descriptors:

•

3D HMAX, 3D Hessian detector, cuboid detector, space-time
interest points

•
•

HOG/HOF, 3D SIFT descriptor
recursive sparse coding (Dean et al., 2009), factored RBMs +
sparse coding (Taylor et al., 2010), “factorized” sparse coding
(Cadieu & Olshausen, 2008), deconvolutional network (Zeiler
et al., 2010), recurrent temporal RBMs, gated RBMs, factored
RBMs, mcRBMs, ...
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Overview

•
•
•

Background:

•
•

Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs)
Convolutional RBMs

Proposed model:

•

Spatio-temporal Deep Belief Networks

Experiments:

•
•
•
•

Measuring Invariance
Recognizing actions (KTH dataset)
De-noising
Filling-in from sequence of “gazes”
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Background:
RBMs
Inductive Principles for Restricted Boltzmann Machine Learning
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Background: Convolutional RBMs
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Convolutional RBMs
Standard RBMs:
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Proposed model:
Spatiotemporal DBNs
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Proposed model:
Spatiotemporal DBNs
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Proposed model:
Spatiotemporal DBNs
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Proposed model:
Spatiotemporal DBNs
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Training STDBNs

•
•

Greedy layer-wise pre-training (Hinton, Osindero & Teh, 2006)

•

Sparsity regularization (e.g. Olshausen & Field, 1996)

Contrastive divergence for each layer (Carreira-Perpignan &
Hinton, 2005)
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that since ST-DBN is trained on video sequences, whereas the CDBN is trained

STDBN as a discriminative feature extractor:
Recognizing actions

KTH Dataset: 2391 videos (~1GB)
Schuldt, Laptev & Caputo (2004), Dollar, Rabaud, Cottrell & Belongie
(2005), Laptev, Marszalek, Schmid & Rozenfield (2008), , Liu & Shah (2008),
Dean, Corrado & Washington (2009), Wang & Li (2009),Taylor & Bregler
(2010), ...
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Recognizing actions: Pipeline

Input video

STDBN
responses

Input to STDBN

Local and global
contrast normalization

Unsupervised feature
extraction using STDBN
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Input to SVM
Dimensionality
standardization
(resolution reduction)

Recognizing actions: Model architecture

•

4-layers: 8x8 filters for spatial pooling layers, 6x1 filters for
temporal pooling layers, pooling ratio of 3

Experiments: number of parameters ~300k, training time ~5 days
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329
330
331

the LOO protocol, classification results for a ST-DBN with up to 4 layers are shown, avera
4 trials. We included comparisons to three other methods—all of which used an SVM cl
We see that having additional (temporal and spatial) layers yields an improvement in perfo
achieving a competitive accuracy of 91% (for the 3rd layer). Interestingly, a 4th layer
slightly worse classification accuracy. This can be attributed to excessive temporal pooli
already short video snippet (around 100 frames long). The best reported result to date, 9
Liu & Shah [21], used a bag-of-words approach on cuboid feature detectors and maxima
information to cluster the video-words. In contrast to their work, we do not use feature
and take the entire video as input. Wang & Li [31] cropped the region of the video conta
relevant activity and clustered difference frames. They also used a weighted sequence d
that accounted for the temporal order of features.

Recognizing actions: Classification accuracy
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For the train/test protocol of [30], we see a similar pattern in the performance of ST-DB
number of layers increases. Laptev et al. [32] use a 3D extension of the Harris operator, a c
tion of HoG and HoF (histograms of gradients and optic flow) descriptors, and an SVM w
kernel. Taylor et al. [25] use dense sampling of space-time cubes, along with a factored RB
and sparse coding to produce codewords that are then fed into an SVM classifier. Schuldt e
use the space-time interest points of [17] and an SVM classifier.

Layer
2
3 dataset.
Table 1: Average
classification
accuracy results for KTHLayer
actions
LOO protocol
Method
Accuracy (%)
4-layer ST-DBN
90.3 ± 0.83
3-layer ST-DBN 91.13 ± 0.85
2-layer ST-DBN 89.73 ± 0.18
1-layer ST-DBN 85.97 ± 0.94
Liu & Shah [21]
94.2
Wang & Li [31]
87.8
Dollár et al. [18]
81.2
4.3 Denoising and Prediction
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Train/test protocol of [30]
Method
Accuracy (%)
4-layer ST-DBN
85.2
3-layer ST-DBN
86.6
2-layer ST-DBN
84.6
1-layer ST-DBN
81.4
Laptev et al. [32]
91.8
Taylor et al. [25]
89.1
Schuldt et al. [30]
71.7

STDBN as a generative model:
De-noising
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Spatiotemporally
Noisy(b)Video
Clean Video
denoised
video
denoised
video
NMSE
= 1 (b) Test frame
Figure 5: Denoising results: (a)
Test frame;
corrupted
with noise;
(c) Reconstruction
using 1-layer ST-DBN; (d) Reconstruction with 2-layer
ST-DBN.
NMSE=0.175
NMSE=0.155

comes at a cost when inferring missing parts of frames, it is crucial for good discriminative performance. Future research must address this fundamental trade-off. The results in the figure, though
apparently simple, are quite remarkable. They represent an important step toward the design of attentional mechanisms for gaze planning. While gazing at the subject’s head, the model is able to
infer where the legs are. This coarse resolution gist may be used to guide the placement of high
resolution detectors.
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STDBN as a generative model:
Filling-in from sequence of “gazes”
Missing
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STDBN as a generative model:
Filling-in from sequence of “gazes”
Missing

Prediction
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STDBN as a generative model:
Filling-in from sequence of “gazes”
Missing

Prediction

Truth (Fully
Observed)
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Discussion

•

•

Limitations:

•
•
•

computation
invariance vs. reconstruction trade-off
alternating space-time vs. joint space-time convolution

Extensions:

•
•

attentional mechanisms for gaze planning?
leveraging feature detection to reduce training data size
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